Tuesday, 05 September 2006
To the members of the United States Congress and their electors.
For principle and loyalty, the Republic of the Earth shouldn’t ever intervene in the
national states domestic politics.
But there are moments when the populations and there representatives have to be
informed correctly about their recent past, the reality of present time and about their
probable future.
Today, the United States are guided by a group of adventurers that, thanks to their
nature and character, are leading the Americans to ruin.
Instead of guaranteeing freedom and justice as provided by the Constitution this
group represents the ganglions of financial power and acts for personal and his
mandates.
Instead of saying the truth they say false things: about personal confidentiality,
about the causes of the wars the United States are doing directly and the ones they
do on request, about the number of dead soldiers, about the serious situation of
national poverty, about the currency (the dollar has no value anymore), on the
industrial crisis and on the estate one, on public and on private debt. In conclusion, a
disaster.
And, what’s worse is that, instead of making a severe self-criticism, this group allows
itself to support with arrogance to represent democracy and to be willing to export it
in other Countries. With weapons, deceit and a currency devoid of value.
In a few months there will be the elections for the Congress renewal. It’s true that
the substitution of this group represents the risk of a loss in power, but it’s also true
that with this power we’ll never know if the elections will have been really free and
the results legitimate.
Perhaps it’s better to intervene immediately, without waiting for the rest of the world
to judge the top exponents of the United States Government for the crimes against
humanity. The first ones to pay would be the United States Citizens. They would
loose that little trust the other inhabitants of the planet still believe in them.
Americans taught the world how not to be afraid of cancer. Well, now it’s time for
them to demonstrate they aren’t afraid of their monsters, their leaders, and their
political representatives.
To act now, legally, simply means to avoid or at least moderate an event that is
about to take place. Not to do so, or to wait, means to undertake the responsibility
of a catastrophe. Don’t be afraid. Together we can.
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